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Why do we care about the Southern 
Ocean?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Plays an outsize role in global climate and ocean currents (67-98% of all heat uptake by the ocean happens in Southern Hemisphere extra-tropical oceans (Roemmich et al, 2015)Connects ocean basins, and sits next to fresh meltwater from glaciers and ice sheets, which drives currents along thermohaline gradients.One of the biggest sources of uncertainty in global ocean and climate models, because it is so sparsely sampled (as a result of its remoteness and  the cost of working down there)



Southern Ocean Observing System

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Longterm visionImmediately, we’re working on a suite of programs that will help prepare us to make that leap, by more closely aligning scientists and the ways in which they workFirst step is to work out what data already exist and to ensure that they are being used as effectively as possible. AT the moment, data management practices vary wildly by nation and discipline.



SOOS Data Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ocean data are often submerged in the briny deeps of data repositories and hard drivesSOOS doesn’t have either the resources or the desire to position ourselves as “the one true solution” to any of the data problems facing the Southern Ocean. Instead, we hope that we can act as the broker to help align the various groups working in our region and in other regions to produce the solutions our region needsDMSCWork with existing data and metadata repositoriesTrying to find ways to ease bottlenecks in data sharing and discovery



Data sharing before there’s any 
data…
• Who has a ship going to the area I want equipment deployed?

• Who might have a berth for my student?

• Who is collecting similar data to me in other regions?

• Who might be doing the same work as me in the same place?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demand from scientists for a field projects databaseAcross geographic regions, scientists have similar needs [CHANGE SLIDE] in terms of the kind of information they need.



Voyage Information Project Information

Vehicle type Unique voyage identifier

Vehicle identifier Project Principal Investigator 
contact details

Unique voyage identifier Project name
Approx. dates Project description
Precise dates (if available) Further information

Chief scientist contact details Link to data repository 
Berth availability (if known) Essential Ocean Variable

Ship capabilities Funding status



Entering data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Development process:This has been a dream for polar scientists for years. Two-track process. A small, prototype database that we can stand up quickly to demonstrate demand, but that won’t allow “bells and whistles”A prototype of a backend database that will also be the basis for a range of other data ingestion and management needs for a group of US research programs, 



Moorings



http://www.soos.aq/activities/soos-at-sea/moorings

http://www.soos.aq/activities/soos-at-sea/moorings
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